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In this Supplementary Information, we elaborate upon the
scaling argument given in the main manuscript and exam-
ine the extent to which spatial variations in e�ective stress
a�ect the predicted relationship between sliding velocity v
and basal shear stress τ . We anticipate that when the re-
sistance to water flow is low enough that the liquid pres-
sure can adjust easily to the melting and refreezing required
by regelation, the variations in ice pressure along the basal
interface should produce comparable variations in e�ective
stress so that perturbations to the melting temperature are
a factor of ρl {pρl ´ ρi q greater than those produced by pres-
sure melting alone. Consistent with the scaling analysis, we
demonstrate that the increased rate of heat flow driven by
these enhanced temperature perturbations implies an order
of magnitude increase to the predicted regelation velocity
past small bumps. Moreover, we find that the transition
wavelength 2π{`0 that marks the obstacle size for which
regelation and plastic deformation are of equal importance
is a factor of

a

ρl {pρl ´ ρi q « 3.5 times longer than that
predicted by conventional treatments (e.g. Weertman, 1957;
Nye, 1969, 1970; Kamb, 1970; Gudmundsson, 1997).

Our goal in revisiting the detailed analysis provided by
Kamb (1970) for regelation and deformation over a rough
glacier bed is to examine the e�ects of making the minor
extensions required to describe how the water pressure Pl
varies independently from the ice pressure Pi . As in Weert-
man (1957) and Nye (1969), a central assumption to Kamb’s
Eq. (K18) (herea�er, equations from Kamb (1970) are cited
as: K#), is that the pressures in each phase at the ice–liquid
interface are identical (i.e. Pi px , y q “ Pl px , y q “ P px , y q)
and related to the o�set from the average melting tempera-
tureTm by

T px , y q ´Tm “ ´C0 rP px , y q ´ Pms , (S1)

with Pm representing the average interfacial pressure over
the bed, which is defined along in-plane coordinates x and y .
As noted in Eq. (7) of the main manuscript, a more complete
description of ice–liquid equilibrium that allows for di�er-
ences between the ice and liquid pressures due to the wet-

ting and curvature e�ects that together promote premelting
(Dash and others, 2006) can be expressed as

T px , y q ´Tm “ ´C0

„

Pl px , y q ´ Pm `
ρl

ρl ´ ρi
N px , y q



,

(S2)
where N px , y q “ Pi px , y q´Pl px , y q is the spatially varying
e�ective stress. To be precise, we note that in Eq. (S2) and
elsewhere below, Tm is the bulk melting temperature when
Pi “ Pl “ Pm so that N “ 0; in the more general case
where N ‰ 0 the average melting temperature of the inter-
face deviates fromTm due to premelting. We note that small
perturbations arising from the strain energy that accompa-
nies nonhydrostatic stress distributions (e.g. Kamb, 1961) are
neglected in Eq. (S2).

With ice flow in the x direction and the basal interface
described by (cf. K3)

z0px , y q “
A

4π2

żż 8

´8

aph, k qe i phx`k y q dhdk , (S3)

for area element A, small amplitude Fourier spectrum a , and
horizontal wavenumbers h and k , the temperature distribu-
tion needed to satisfy heat balance constraints on regelation
can be expressed as (cf. K15–K17)

T px , y q´T̄ « ´
A

4π2
ρiL

2K

żż 8

´8

i haph, k qvR

`
e i phx`k y q dhdk ,

(S4)
where ` “

?
h2 ` k 2, 2K “ Ki ` Ks is determined by the

thermal conductivities of ice (subscript i ) and the underly-
ing substrate (subscript s ), and T̄ is the average interfacial
temperature. A detailed discussion of the approximations
leading to this expression for the interfacial temperature is
provided by Kamb (1970, see §5).

In the limit of small amplitude bumps for the idealized
case where ice rheology is treated as Newtonian with vis-
cosity η, the stress distribution at the bed interface due to
‘plastic’ deformation at rate vp can be wri�en as (cf. K28–
K29)

τzz px , y , 0q “ ´
A

4π2
2η

żż 8

´8

i h`aph, k qvpe
i phx`k y q dhdk .

(S5)
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Following the arguments provided in §7 of Kamb (1970, cf.
K30) we set τzz px , y , 0q “ ´pPi px , y q ´ P̄i q, where P̄i is the
average interfacial ice pressure so that

Pi px , y q ´ P̄i “
A

4π2
2η

żż 8

´8

i h`aph, k qvpe
i phx`k y q dhdk .

(S6)
In the limit that N px , y q “ 0 it is natural to identify

P̄i in Eq. (S6) with the reference pressure Pm and T̄ in Eq.
(S4) with the corresponding reference bulk melting temper-
ature Tm , enabling comparison between these two expres-
sions through direct substitution of Eq. (S1). In extending
the treatment to allow for nonzero N px , y q, we recognize
that the average interfacial ice pressure must still support
the glacier weight so that P̄i “ ρi gH , where g is the acceler-
ation of gravity and H is ice thickness (Kamb, 1970, see §19).
Averaging the generalized equilibrium relation from Eq. (S2)
we obtain

T̄ “ Tm ´ C0

ˆ

P̄i ´ Pm `
ρi

ρl ´ ρi
N̄

˙

, (S7)

which predicts significant deviations between the average
interfacial temperature and the bulk coexistence line when
N̄ ‰ 0. Upon substituting Eq. (S7) and using Eq. (S2) once
again, the heat balance constraint onT px , y q´T̄ in Eq. (S4)
can be wri�en as

Pi px , y q ´ P̄i ´
ρi
ρl
rPl px , y q ` N̄ ´ P̄i s (S8)

“
A

4π2
pρl ´ ρi q ρiL

2ρlC0K

żż 8

´8

i haph, k qvR

`
e i phx`k y q dhdk .

To simplify the notation we define the modified transition
wavenumber

`20 “
ρl ´ ρi
ρl

ρiL

4ηC0K
, (S9)

where the ratio of the density di�erence to ρl makes `0 a
factor of about 3.5 times smaller than that defined in (K36)
so that, with P̄l “ P̄i ´ N̄ , Eq. (S6) and (S8) imply

Pl px , y q ´ P̄l “
A

4π2
2ηρl
ρi

(S10)

ˆ

żż 8

´8

i h
aph, k qvp`

2 ´ aph, k qvR `
2
0

`
e i phx`k y q dhdk .

We need one more condition to constrain liquid pressure
variations on the le� side of Eq. (S10). Requiring the liquid
flux qpx , y q to balance melting and refreezing during rege-
lation gives

ρl qpx , y q “ ´ρivR
Bz0
Bx
. (S11)

Where qpx , y q in Eq. (S11) is positive the basal interface
acts as a liquid sink, and where negative, a liquid source. In
analogy with the arguments in Kamb (1970, §5) concerning
regelation heat flow, we use Darcy’s law to set q 9+Pl and
stipulate that +2Pl “ 0 in the lower half-space (neglecting
englacial liquid transport for simplicity). Imposing the con-
dition that Pl ´ P̄l Ñ 0 as z Ñ ´8 leads to a solution in
terms of the Fourier components D as

Pl px , y q ´ P̄l “
A

4π2

żż 8

´8

D ph, k q expp`z qe i phx`k y q dhdk .

(S12)
As for the scaling argument above, we assume a finite sub-
strate permeability Π and assign the liquid viscosity as µ, so
that Darcy’s law gives

qpx , y q “ ´
Π

µ

BPl
Bz
. (S13)

Combined with the liquid flux condition from Eq. (S11) and
the interfacial geometry from Eq. (S3) this results in an ex-
pression for the liquid pressure along the interface as

Pl px , y q ´ P̄l “
A

4π2
ρi µ

ρlΠ

żż 8

´8

i h

`
vR aph, k qe

i phx`k y q dhdk .

(S14)
Now combining this with the constraint on Pl arrived at in
Eq. (S10) from the regelation heat balance and plastic defor-
mation leaves us with

2ηρl
ρi

“

aph, k qvp`
2 ´ aph, k qvR `

2
0

‰

´
ρi µ

ρlΠ
vR aph, k q “ 0 .

(S15)
Kamb (1970, see §7) argued for the equivalence of consider-
ing the total ice velocity to arise from a combination of slid-
ing and regelation components over a fixed bed topography
defined by Fourier components aph, k q, and the alternative
view of equating the sliding and regelation velocities over
di�ering fractional amplitudes of the total topography. For
simplicity here we adopt the former representation and set
vp ` vR “ v so that

vR “
`2

`2 ` `20 ` `
2
Π

v , (S16)

where v is the total sliding velocity and

`2Π “
ρ2i µ

ρ2
l
2ηΠ

. (S17)

The characteristic wavenumber `Π gauges the length scale
λΠ “ 2π{`Π over which the liquid transport needed to ac-
commodate the regelation process imposes a significant im-
pediment. For topographic features at large wavenumbers
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so that `2 " `20 ` `
2
Π, slip is almost entirely accomplished

by regelation and Eq. (S16) reduces to vR « v . Moreover, a
comparison between `0 from Eq. (S9) and `Π from Eq. (S17)
reveals that `2Π ! `20 when Π " ρiΠ0{rpρl ´ ρi qs with Π0
defined as in Eq. (6) of the main manuscript. As anticipated
from the scaling analysis, this suggests that for reasonable
estimates of Π a comparison of the limiting wave numbers
yields `2Π ! `

2
0 , implying that liquid transport plays a negli-

gible role in restricting vR . Hence, as in conventional treat-
ments of regelation due to pressure melting (Weertman, 1957;
Nye, 1969; Kamb, 1970), the relative importance of plastic de-
formation to regelation in controlling sliding speed depends
on a comparison between the topographic wavelength 2π{`
and the transition wavelength 2π{`0. Importantly, the tran-
sition wavelength is governed by considerations of heat flow,
and because liquid transport is relatively e�icient, variations
in ice pressure produce commensurate variations in e�ective
stress. The resultant perturbations to the melting tempera-
ture (see Fig. 1 in the main manuscript) cause the transition
wavelength to be approximately 3.5 times larger than would
be expected if the phase behavior were governed by pressure
melting alone.

Finally, to arrive at a relationship between sliding veloc-
ity and shear stress we follow the arguments given by Kamb
(1970, see §8) to write

τ “

B

pPi px , y q ´ P̄i q
Bz0
Bx

F

, (S18)

where the notation x¨y on the right denotes the in-plane av-
erage. Substituting in from the expressions in Eq. (S6) for
Pi px , y q ´ P̄i and Eq. (S3) for z0 while making judicious use
of the Fourier Inversion Theorem leads to (cf. K42)

τ “
A

4π2
2ηv

żż 8

´8

h2`a2ph, k q
`20 ` `

2
Π

`2 ` `20 ` `
2
Π

dhdk . (S19)

This is almost identical to the result from Kamb’s analysis,
notably with `0 defined slightly di�erently in Eq. (S9) from
its counterpart in (K36). In fact, in the limit that `2Π ! `20
the only di�erence is in the factor of

a

ρl {pρl ´ ρi q « 3.5
enhancement of the transition wavelength 2π{`0 in compar-
ison with that defined by Kamb. Note that the average ef-
fective stress N̄ does not appear in the relationship between
τ and v – even in the limit that N̄ Ñ 0. This is consistent
with the inference that melting temperature perturbations
across obstacles are primarily caused by changes in N px , y q
rather than by changes to Pi px , y q alone.
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